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Now then-Trinity!

COVID-19 Trinity Awards Alumni Honorary Degrees
Update
MELINA KORFONTA '25
NEWSED/TOR

Trinity College made
an announcement last
week naming alumnus
page Managing Editor
Raja Changez Sultan ’72,
Jack P. Carroll ’24
an internationally renowexamines the
ned painter and poet from
Dashboard
Pakistan, as the featured
results and
speaker at Trinity’s 196th
Trinity’s current
Commencement
which
reporting practices. will take place on Sunday,
May 22. Sultan, along with
Lloyd Alexander Lewis
Jr. ’69 and Cornelia Parsons Thornburgh ’80, will
also receive an honorary
degree from the College.
OLMA PAPP '23
“It’s our privilege to
FEATURES EDITOR
welcome all of our wellFeatures Editor
accomplished
honorands
back to Trinity. We are
page Olivia Papp ’23
shares her
so very proud of each of
experience hiking
them,” said Berger-Sweethe Isle of Skye
ney while commenting on
while studying
this year›s honorands. “I’m
abroad in
also grateful and excited
Scotland.
to have Raja address our
Commencement
participants. Through the power
of his work, he has championed an entire generation to pursue their love for
the arts, most notably his
JOEY CIFEW '23
home country of Pakistan,
A&EEDITOR
JACK P. CARROLL '24
MANAGING EDITOR

4

Isle of the
Skye

7

Weekly
Skylights

page

10

A&E Editor Joey
Cifelli ’23 looks
to the clouds and
shares relaxing
scenery as
students

approach finals .

Field
Hockey
ULYIVES'23
SPORTS EDITOR
Sports Editor

page Lily Ives ’23

16

interviews
members of the

field hockey team
as they gear up
for the fall season.

Thanks Dan And Kat!
The Tripod would like to thank the
outgoing Co-Editors-in-Chief Daniel
J. Nesbitt '22 and Katharine Namon
'22 for their continuous support and
leadership these past two semesters.

and in the process he has
helped shape a more just
society. His voice, alongside all of our distinguished
honorands, will help make
this year’s Commencement
a truly special occasion.”
Sultan was educated
in Pakistan and England
before arriving to Trinity
where he would write his
first poem "The Mirror."
Sultan graduated from Trinity in 1972 with a bachelor’s degree in psychology.
After Trinity, he received
two master’s degrees from
Columbia University. Sultan used his experience
at Trinity to guide him
throughout his career as
a celebrated writer and
painter for now over 50
years. His paintings have
been exhibited in Austria, England, Switzerland, Oman, and Pakistan.
Sultan also serviced
the United Nations and the
World Health Organization
prior to working in seniorlevel positions for the Pakistan Tourism Development
Corporation. Later, Sultan
was appointed as director
general for the Pakistan

TRINITY COLLEGE

Lloyd .Aleunder
Alexander Lewis Jr.
Jr. '69
’69 will
will receive an honorary
Lloyd
degree of
of doctor
of divinity
divinity
degree
doct.or of

National Council of the
Arts in Islamabad where
he advanced the work of artists, thinkers, writers, and
the visual and performing

arts. He will be awarded
an honorary doctor of fine
arts degree in recognition
of his distinguished career
and devotion to his craft.
see ALUMS on page 4

Trustee Member Henry Mallari-D’Auria
Gives $5 Million Donation for Scholarship
FAITH MONAHAN '24
NEWSED/TOR

Board of Trustees member Henry Mallari-D’Auria
’83 has donated a gift of $5
million dollars to establish the Mallari-D’Auria
Scholarship. The scholarship will “expand Trinity’s
ability to recruit the best
students of every background,” according to an
announcement posted on
the College’s website Tuesday, Apr. 19.
“The track record is
clear—the greater our in-

vestment in financial aid,

the better our student quality has grown,” said Trinity
College President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney. “Thanks
to Henry’s generosity, we
can do even more to build
the excellence of this thriving student community.”
Mallari-D’Auria
cites
his own career path as an

We wish Daniel and Katharine the
best as they conclude their time 'neath
example of what financial
the elms and pursue graduate studies
and legal work. respectively.

aid can bring to many students. During his time at
Trinity, he earned a B.S.
in economics and interned
with the investment management division at Travelers Insurance which provided him with connections
for his career.
Mallari-D’Auria became
a member of the Board of
Trustees at Trinity in 2020
with plans to “work to build
a stronger and more enduring institution.” His philanthropy with Trinity has included annual gifts to the
Trinity Fund. After his donations began to increase
over time, Mallari-D’Auria
targeted his philanthropy

towards financial aid. "It

wasn’t big dollars, but it
was something. The school
had been important to me,”
said Mallari-D’Auria while
discussing his early donations to the College after
graduating in 1983.
see SCHOLARSHIP on page 3
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“I -<leroOOOIII
understood that
that the
the price
price of
small liberal
"I
of aa sma!I
lilberal arts
arts school
school was
was
out of
reach fur
for many
01J1t
of reach
mmaJllly families”
fammilioo" said
O!ruid Mallari-D’Auria
:Miiillmi· D'A1llrim ’83.
'83.
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When I think back

lhe Trinity Tripod has been published by the students ofTrinity College since 1904. Its staff members are committed to the reporting
and distribution of news and ideas that are relevant to the College
community. The Tripod is published weekly on Tuesdays during the
academic year. Student subscription is included in the Student Activities Fee (SAF). For non-students looking to subscribe, a one-semester subscription costs $10.00 and a one-year subscription costs
$20.00. Please address all correspondence to:
300 Summit St Box 702582
Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Phone: (860) 297-2584
Opinions expressed in Tripod editorials represent the views of the
Tripod editorial board, unless otherwise signed. Those opinions do
not necessarily reflect the views of all contributors to the Tripod. Additionally, writing expressed in the Opinion section belongs to the
writers themselves and are not al!iliated with the Tripod in any way.

lhe Trinity Tripod is always looking for student contributions in photography, writing, and graphic design. Anyone interested in joining
the Tripod can email tripod@trincoll.edu.
All requests for advertisement placement in the Tripod can be
found by consulting the newspaper's business manager at tripodads@trincoll.edu. Additionally, our website holds information
regarding standard rates for advertisements.

TrA~~~!Xog?r~l~ge
each week. Follow us on Twitter @
TrinityTripod and visit our Facebook
page at facebook.com/TrinityTripod .

ment for 118 to stop and re·fleet back on our time with
the paper, how ifs grown,
and how we've grown in
the pl'00888 too. Sitting
down to write the final edi·torial of our time as Co·Ed·itors·in·Chief mela surreal.
Both of 118 have served OD
the Tripod since our fresh·the
men years, and ifs hard to
come to terms with the fact
that this is our final issue.
KJN;:

bits & pieces
editor
LIZ FOSTER ’22

Please visit our website: trinicycripod.
com. Articles are published online

The time has finally die as real, true friende.
come: the very last Tripod
I've gained a sense of
editorial of our Trinity ca·- conideDCe that couldn't
reers. Ifs
It’s a
a bittersweet mo·
mo- have been found anywhere
reers.

~~

Statement on Recent Events:
The TRIPOD is aware of an incident involving members of St. Anthony’s Hall
that took place on Sunday, Apr. 24. The
TRIPOD is continuing to investigate the
events and will potentially report on
this matter online at a later date, pending more definitive information, to allow
for a more thorough investigation.

Interested in Writing
for The Tripod? Let Us Know
at tripod@trincoll.edu

else. You lose a certain

aenae of shame when you
send that third follow-up
email to a student you've
never talked to before, or
Joanne BergerSweeney
herself. You lose a certain
aenae of shame when you
get told what you wrote
was garbage,
or hear
hear it
it
was
garbage, or
from 80Dl80D8 else. Put·ting your name on a sto·ry is daunting, but it is
worth it to make sure the
facts are told. We have
seen what happens when
power is taken from the
people and the press, we
have watched it UDfo1d
in front of our eyee while
we have been students on
this camp118. There is a re·sponsibility that we bear
as we leave this paper and
this school behind, and
that responsibility is to
ensure that we contribute
to the
the greater
good that
that
to
greater good
is the dwerniuation of
lmowledge and the truth.

to convey the truth both
accurately and fairly, and
I can look back proudly
on my work knowing that
we did our best to tack·le the good and the bad,
the easy and the difficult.

Most

importantly,

has
though, the Tripod has
afl'orded me some of my
most enjoyable college

experiences, pl118 some
amazing friendships to go
with it. Those late Mon·day wine nights in the
Tripod office will always
hold a special place in my
heart. Kat, Liz, I'm so glad
we got to make the 7ri·
pod great again, together.

OD my time OD the 7ri·
pod. I honestly get a little
Ifs been both an honor
stressed, or at least I used
and a privilege to jointly
to. The
The Tripod.has
has come
come to
to
to.
run this paper for the past
represent more than j118t
year. Admittedly, taking
an extracurricular activi·the reins after Brendan
ty for me, although it was
Clark '21 was a daunting
never j118t that. Through
task, but we had great
my own personal academic
leadership to start 118 OD
explorations and CODStant·our way. We continue to
ly developing morals, I've
look up to his dedication
come to value the ooncept
to Trinity and the 7ri·
of open access to lmowl·pod even as he pursues
edge as one of my prima·his studies at William
ry principles that I try to
and Mary Law School
DJN.:
We now look to the fu·work towards in dif&rent
areas of my life, and help
When I think back OD ture with high hopes. for
the Tripod will remain
others work towards as my time OD the ~, the
well. Developing my mor-- what really eticb out to in competent, capable
als and aenae of what eth·- me is how working on the hands. We look forward
ical journalism is, defined paper has reinforced a pro·- to passing the paper down
by the New YCll'k TimBB found appreciation and re·- to Jack Carroll '24 and
as covering the news •as spect for viewpoint diversi·- Skyler Simpkins '28, for
impartially 88 possible ty. I began writing for the both students have con·'without fear or favor.'" Tripod my freshman year sistently proven their ded·has become a central mis·- as a very opinionated and ication. talent, and com·sion of my time at Trinity. politically-focused writer. I mendable work ethics in
Sometimes one has to de·- SOOD progresaed to become serving as Co-Managing
cide between what is right an Opinion editor my eoph·- Editors this past aemes·and what is mpected, and omore year. and only then ter. They will contribute
the Tripod has taught me did I begin to UDderstand their own values and de·the
to handle these situations the importance of discus·- velop their OWD 88D88 of
with grace and composure. sion acroee political lines, how a paper should be
A moral com.pass and of engaging with view·- run, and we look forward
impartial information are points acroee the entire po·- to watching them do this.
not the only things the 7n· litical spectrum. I had gone
pod can provide students from a close-minded talker
with. I've gained a few life·- to an open-minded listen··KJN&DJN
long friends OD this paper, er, all thanks to the Tripod..
and the potential to find
Switching to the News
community in such a space section iDBtilled in me a
is one of the most com.fort·- surprising aenae of comi·ing things a college-aged deDCe; having to cold-call
student can hope for in school officials and all sorts
embarking upon this four of individuals I had never
year journey. There have met before was a huge ad·been ups and downs. but j118tment, but ultimately
as members of this pa·- the struggle was worth it,
per have grown out of and my professiODal com·themselves. back into munication skills are all
themselves. and back a the better for it. I really do
few times again. we've believe that reporting our
come to a point where camp118 news comee with
we can meet in the mid·- an implicit responsibility

NEWS

Faculty Promotions, Tenure,
and Emeritus Status Released
ALEXANDRA BOURSICAN '23
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity
College
an·
Trinity College
announced promotions,
promotions, ten·
tenIIOUDC8d
ure,
emeritus status
status
ure, and
and emeritus
for faculty
faculty in an 8llllOUDC8"
announcefur
Monday, Apr.
Apr. 18.
The
ment Monday,
18. The
announcement indicated
indicated
IIDDOUDC8Dl8D.t
that the
the Board
Board of
of Trust·
Trustthat
ees voted
voted in
in February
February
ees
and April
April to
to approve
and
approve this
this
year’s round
round of
promoyear's
of promo·
tions and
emeritus status
status
tions
and emeritus
awards. The
The promotions
promotions
awuds.
and status
changes will
will
and
status changes
go into
into eflect
effect on
July 1.
go
on Ju]y
1.

There were
were eight
eight pro·
proThere
fessors that
that were
were awarded
feesors
awarded
tenure and
promoted to
to
tenure
and promoted
Associate Professor.
Professor. These
These
Associate
faculty members
members included:
included:
faculty
Hasan Comert,
Assistant
Hasan
Com.art, Assistant
Professor of
of Economics:
Economics;
Professor
Michael A
A. Grubb,
Grubb, Assis·
AssisMichael
tant Professor
Professor of
of Psycbol·
Psycholtant
ogy; Christina
Heatherogy;
Christina Heatherton, .Assistant
Assistant Professor
Professor
ton,
of American
American Studies
Studies and
and
of
Human Rights;
Rights; Rosario
Rosario
Human
Hubert, Assistant
Assistant Profes·
ProfesHubert,
sor of
of Language
Language and
sor
and CulCul·
Martural Studies;
Studies; Luis A Mar
tinez, Assistant
Assistant Professor
Professor
tinez,
of Neuroscience;
Neuroscience; Amber
Amber L.
L.
of
Pitt, Assistant
Assistant Professor
Professor
Pitt,
of Enviromnentsl
Environmental Science
Science
of
and Biology;
Biology; Alyson
Alyson K
K.
Spurgas, Assistant
Assistant Profes·
ProfesSpurgas,
sor of
of Sociology;
Ewa
sor
Sociology; and Ewa
Syta, Assistant Profes·
ProfesSyta,
sor of
of Computer
Science.
sor
Computer Science.
“They are
all dedicat·
dedicat"They
are all
ed mentors
mentors and
ed
and inclusive
inclusive
teachers; their
their researeh
research
teachers;
has been
been widely
widely published,
published,
has
and their
their reach
reach is
is both
both
and
global and
local. Across
Across
global
and local.

academic
disciplines, they
they
academic disciplines,

Suitor, Associate
Associate Professor
Professor
Suitor,

the very
very best
best of
of Physical
Physical Education
Education and
and
represent the
of
said Head
of the liberal arts,.
arts,” said
Head Men's
Men’s and
and Women's
Women’s

Cardenas while reflecting
on the
the faculty
faculty members
members
on
who were
were promoted
promoted to
to aswho
as·
sociate
professor with ten·
tensociate profeeaor
ure. •we
oongratulate each
“We congratulate
each
of our
our colleagues
colleagues fur
for their
their
of
well-deserved promotions,
promotions,
well-deserved
wishing them
them ongoing
ongoing sue·
sucwishing
cess and
thanking them
them fur
for
cess
and thanking
all
they have
have contributed
contributed to
to
all they
our campus
campus and
beyond.”
our
and beyond."
The fullowing
following members
members
The
of the
the faculty
faculty were
were promot·
promotof
ed to
to full
full profeeaor:
professor: Janet
Janet
ed
Bauer, Associate
Associate Professor
Professor
Bauer,
of International
International Studies;
Studies;
of
Christopher
Hoag, George
Christopher Hoag,
George
M. Ferris
Ferris Associate
Associate Profes·
ProfesM.
sor
of Corporation
Finance
sor of
Corporation Finance
and
Investments; Jemrimr
Jennifer
and Investments;
M. Regan-Lefebvre,
Regan-Lefebvre, Asso·
AssoM.
ciate Professor
Professor of
of History;
History;
ciate
and
Mark Stater,
Stater, Assoc:i·
Associand Mark
ate
Professor of
of Economics.
ate Professor
Retiring faculty
faculty mem·
memRetiring
bers who
who were
were awarded
awarded
hers
emeritus status
status include:
include:
emeritus
Joseph R
R Byrne,
Byrne, Professor
Professor
Joseph
of Fine
Fine Arts;
Arts; Shelia
Shelia Fish·
Fishof
er, Professor
Professor of
of English;
English;
er,
Thomas s.
S. Harrington,
Harrington,
Thomas
Professor of
of Language
Language
Professor
and
Studies; Dan
Dan
and Cultural
Cultural Studies;
Lloyd, Professor
Professor of
PhilosoLloyd,
of Philoso·
phy; Beth
Beth Notar,
Professor
pby;
Noter, Professor
of Anthropology;
Anthropology; Giuliana
Giuliana
of
Palma, Principal
Principal Lecturer
Lecturer
Palma,
in Language
Language and
and Cultural
in
Cultural
Reuman,
Studies; David Reuman,
Associate Professor
Professor of
of PsyPsyAssociate
chology; John Rose, Colchology;
Col·
lege Organist,
Director of
of
lege
Organist, Director
Chapel
Music, and
Adjunct
Chapel Music,
and Adjunct
Professor of
of Music;
Music; George
Professor
George

Cross
Indoor and
and
Cross Country,
Country, Indoor
and
Outdoor Track Coach;
Coach; and
James A
A. Trostle, Scott M.
M.
James

Johnson '97,
‘97, Distinguished
Distinguished
Johnson
Professor of
of Anthropology.
Anthropology.
Professor
“So much
Trinity’s
"So
much of
of Trinity's
growth is
is due
due to
to the
the care
care
growth
and mindful
mindful mentorship
mentorship
and
that our
our faculty
faculty mem·
memthat
bers bring
bring to
to campus
campus to
to
hers
fu1fill our academic mis·si o n.. .. .. Con
gr atu l at i on s
sion
Congratulations
to all!"
all!” said
said President
President of
of
to
the College
Bergthe
College Joanne Berg·
er-Sweeney speaking
speaking on
on
er-Sweeney
behalf of
of the
the Trinity
Trinity Colbehslf
Col·
lege Board
Board of
of Trustees.
Trustees.
lege
Berger-Sweeney orig·
origBerger-Sweeney
inally anllOUDC8d
announced
this
iDally
this
year’s round
round of
of faculty
faculty pro·
proyear's
motions in
in an
email to
to the
the
motions
an email
Trinity College
community
Trinity
College community
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, Apr.
Apr. 13.
The
on
18. The
email fullowed
followed the
the Board
Board of
of
email
Trustees April
April meeting
meeting ,,
Trustees
and it
it provided
provided aa recap
recap of
of
and
the topics
topics that
that the
the Trust·
Trustthe
ees discussed.
discussed. In
In addition
ees
addition
to faculty
faculty tenure
tenure and
and pro·
proto
motion, Berger-Sweeney,
Berger-Sweeney,
motion,
in her
her April
April email
email to
to the
the
in
community, announced
the
community,
8llllOUDC8d the
2020 and 2021 WallofHon·
Wall of Hon2020and2021
or Inductees which
which can
can be
be
or
seen at
at the
the Fuller
Fuller Arch
Arch at
at
seen
Northam Towers.
Towers. The
The in·
inNortham
ductees fur
for this
this past
past year
year
ductees

include Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Elting
include
Elting
and Michael
Michael Burlant,
Burlant, Jo·
Joand
anne and
and Everett
Everett Elting,
Elting,
anne
the Fernandez
Fernandez Family,
Family,
the
Kathleen F.
F. and
and David
David W.
W.
Kathleen
MacLennan, and
Frank R.
R.
Macvmnan
'111d Frank
Mori and
Margaret R. Mori
Mori.
Mori
andMargaretR.

Mallari-D’Auria ’83
Donates $5 Million
For Scholarship
continued from page one

Mallari-D’Auria’s
gift
will contribute to Trinity’s
initiative to raise $100 million for financial aid and
recruitment as a part of the
College’s plan to open Trinity’s doors to the very best students from across the country and around the world.
Mallari-D’Auria cites his
own career path as an example of what financial aid
can bring to many students.
During his time at Trinity,
he earned a B.S. in economics and interned with the investment management division at Travelers Insurance
which provided him with
connections for his career.
"My first job, and ultima te ly my career, was driven by
an internship at the school,”
says Mallari-D’Auria. “I understood that the price of
a small liberal arts school
is out of reach for many
families, and that I had an
opportunity to ease some
of that burden. My view is
that if you are in a position
to, you ought to contribute
to the school’s ability to
enroll the best students.”
Growing up in the Hartford area, Mallari-D’Auria
recalls his high school history teacher and Trinity
alum Dan Doll ’66 encouraging him to apply: “Dan
Doll said, ‘Trinity would be
a great place for you to go,’
and offered to write a letter

of recommendation for me.”
Mallari-D’Auria is currently the chief investment
officer of emerging markets value equities at AllianceBernstein; he has held
this position since 2002.
Mallari-D’Auria is also a
portfolio manager for the
Next 50 Emerging Markets
Fund. At AllianceBernstein,
he served as co-CIO of In-

ternational Value Equities
from 2003 until 2012. Mallari-D’Auria was also one of
the leading architects of the
firm's global research de partment from 1998 to 2002.
Before starting at AllianceBernstein in 1991, he served
as vice president and sellside analyst at PaineWebber
where
his
work
centered around restaurants, lodging, and retail.
Mallari-D’Auria’s
philanthropy includes serving as a member of the New
York Chapter of the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation. He served as
president of the chapter in
previous years. He is also
a member of the New York
Advisory Council of The
Cahn Fellows Program at
Teachers College at Columbia University; the program
designed to provide continuous growth and support
throughout various phases
of
professional
careers
for principals and other
administrative
leaders.

Intercollegiate Update: News on Nearby Campuses
Bowdoin College

Amherst College

As of Apr. 21, Bowdoin College has reported a surge of COVID-19
cases on campus reaching 191 active cases. In response to the increase
in cases, the College has reinstated its mask mandate in public spaces
on campus. President of the
College Clayton
Rose shared that
nearly 300 students skipped
mandatory testing which is another
factor in the College's decision to reinstate mask wearing. The Bowdon
Orient reported classes were missing anywhere from one-third to onehalf of students. After the increase in student absences, many professors
at the College have elected to finish the semester in a hybrid model an<
rearrange syllabi. The Orient reported that professors have made drastic

President of Amherst College Biddy Martin announced via email to
students, staff, and faculty that the College's Board of Trustees has voted
to keep college police armed. The Campus Safety Advisory Committee
instead advocates for securing weapons safely on campus rather than
carried. The College will also implement
further identity-based
training. This decision protects certain rights and responsibilities of the
campus police including the ability to detain suspects. The decision comes
after nearly a year-long conversation at the College about rethinking
the policing system on campus. The move to disarm campus police
was adovcated for by student groups on campus including the Black
Students Union. The Amherst Student reported that the Board did not

hanges to deadlines and final assignments as the seemster quickli
concludes. Masks will be required in classrooms, the library, dinini
halls, the fitness center. and all ot her indoor public spaces on campus.

agree with the Campus Safety Advisory Committee's r eport's firearm
recommendations but supported reducing presence of campus police.

Trinity Campus Safety Report: Apr. 14 - Apr. 17
Thursday, Apr.
1'hlllOO&Yo
Apr. 14
14

High Rise · 4 students involved

Sunday,
SUllllldl&y, Apr.
Apr. 17
17
Elton

Drug Use Violation
Disciplinary Referral

Vandalism - Property
Disciplinary Referral
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Raja Changez Sultan ’72 Named Commencement Day
Speaker And Trinity Alums Awarded Honrary Degrees
continued from page one

Cornelia
Parsons
Thornburgh ‘80, who served

as the first female chair of

the Trinity College Board
of Trustees, will receive an
honorary degree as well.
Lloyd Alexander Lewis Jr., who will be receiving an honorary degree of
doctor of divinity, graduated from Trinity in 1969
with a bachelor’s degree
in classics and he later
earned a Ph.D. in New Testament studies from Yale
University in 1985. Lewis
has served as a preacher, teacher, pastor, and
scholar for over 50 years.
Lewis served parishes
in the cities of Hartford,
New Haven, Brooklyn,
Garden City (New York),
and Washington, D.C. after
he was ordained a deacon
and priest. He later became a professor of New
Testament at the Virginia Theological Seminary
(VTS) after starting as an
assistant and associate
professor; Lewis taught
at VTS until 1991. Lewis

went on to serve as Dean
of the George Mercer Jr.
Memorial School of Theology and as bishop’s deputy
for education in the Episcopal Diocese of Long Island for nine years. Lewis
returned to VTS in 2000
and he was named the
Molly Laird Downs Professor in New Testament
until he retired in 2012.
Lewis represented the
Episcopal Church as a
member of the Program
for the Theological Education of the World Council of
Churches in Prague, Czech
Republic. In addition, Lewis has been a member of the
General Board of Examining Chaplains of the Episcopal Church. He is also a
member of the Alexandria
(Virginia) African-American
Hall
of
Fame.
Cornelia
Parsons
Thornburgh ‘80 who will
also be receiving the degree
of doctor of humane letters,
graduated from Trinity in
1980 with a bachelor’s degree in political science.
She earned an M.B.A.

from Columbia University.
Thornburgh previously
spent 17 years as a member of the Trinity College
Board of Trustees. While
on the Board, she served
as chair of the Presidential Search Committee,
and she became Chair of
the Board that same year.
Thornburgh
created
Marjorie Butcher Circle which is a leadership
philanthropy group of
alumnae. She also served
as co-chair of the Charter Committee for Building Community; tri-chair
of the College’s capital
campaign to raise a total
of $350 million; and as a
member of the Board of
Fellows. Thornburgh was
one of the original creators
of the Founders Council of
the Women’s Leadership
Council and is a member of the Elms Society.
Thornburgh became the

on Trinity’s Wall of Honor.
In 2020, Thornburgh was
named one of Trinity’s 50
for the Next 50 honoring
50 women who will have
a lasting impact on the
next 50 years at Trinity.
Beyond Trinity, Thornburgh served as the chair
of the board for Convent

of the Sacred Heart which
is a pre-K–12 independent
school for girls in New York
City. Thornburgh is currently sitting as a board
chair of The Lord’s Place
which is an organization
committed to breaking
the cycle of homelessness
in Southeastern Florida.

first woman to receive The

Eigenbrodt Cup in 2010.
Three years later, she and
her husband Richard E.
Thornburgh were included

TRINITY COLLEGE

Cornelia Parsons Tbornbourgh '80 was the first female
of the Board ofTrust.ees.
of Trustees.
chair of

COVID Dashboard Reports 9 Cases, Policies Unchanged
JACK P. CARROLL '24

MANAGING EDITOR

The Trinity College
COVID-19
Dashboard
reported a total of 9
active cases for the week
of Sunday, Apr. 22. This

figure, which includes 7

students and 2 employees,
marks a continued decline
in cases since February
when Chief of Staff Jason
Rojas and Vice President
for Student Success and
Enrollment Management
Joe DiChristina announced
that 79 members of the
community (78 students
and 1 employee) were in
isolation. This number
rose to 158 the week
of Feb. 18; 98 percent
of the community had
been vaccinated and the
College hosted a total of
three booster shot clinics.
The current Dashboard

reflects the total number

of cases among those
who become symptomatic
and choose to obtain a
rapid test. Earlier this
month, DiChristina and
Vice President of Finance
Dan Hitchell announced

the College had officially
discontinued
PCR
surveillance testing. The

College first indicated that

it would end mandatory
testing in March and that
it would remain in place
through Mar. 18. Trinity

previously

required

10·

15 percent of the student
body to complete weekly
surveillance
testing
regardless of whether
students
displayed
symptoms. Individuals who
have been granted medical
or religious exemptions

are still required to test

weekly
through
the
remainder of the semester.
Trinity’s
dashboard
reporting practices faced
scrutiny during a recent
faculty meeting during
which Chair of the Board
of Trustees Lisa Bisaccia
‘78 was in attendance.
One faculty member told
Bisaccia that the number of
active cases does not fully
depict the transmission
of COVID as members
of the community are no

longer required to test on

a weekly basis. The faculty
member also emphasized
that less students are
wearing masks outside
of the classroom setting.
Bisaccia responded to these
concerns by noting that

she is confident the College

will
act
appropriately
should there be an uptick

in cases: “We have people
who
are
reasonable,
thoughtful, and listen to
science,” said Bisaccia.
Many of Trinity’s peer
NESCAC
institutions
have
relaxed
their

masking

requirements

but continue to conduct
surveillance testing. The
Amherst Student recently
reported that the College’s
newest COVID protocols–
which allows students to
choose whether to wear
a mask in a number of
spaces on campus–went
into effect earlier this
month. Wearing a mask
is currently optional in all
areas except instructional
spaces, service locations,
and
athletic
service
locations. Despite these
changes, Amherst still
requires
mandatory
testing and students must
now get tested once a
week. Similarly, Williams
College allows students to
unmask in all residence
halls and eat and drink
indoors anywhere except
classrooms.
Wesleyan
University
also
does

not require students to

wear
masks
indoors,
according to The Wesleyan
Argus. The University
ended
mandatory

testing on Monday, Mar.
18
and students with
symptoms
can
obtain
rapid
antigen
tests.
Trinity College relaxed
many of its COVID
protocols
in
March.
DiChristina and Hitchell
announced that masks
would be optional starting
Mar. 14 in many places
on campus including the
library, Ferris Athletic
Center,
dining
halls,
recreational areas, and
living spaces. However,
indoor masks mandates
remain in effect in all
classrooms, laboratories,
studios, and instructional
spaces during scheduled
classes. Masks are also
mandated in all healthcare
facilities, at indoor and
athletic and performance of
art events, and gatherings
that
include
external
audiences. Students are

required to wear masks

in any campus space
where signage indicates

masking is required and in
individual offices and group
meetings when requested

by the host or participants.
All individuals within
the Trinity community
must keep a mask with
them at all times and be
prepared to wear it upon

entering a space where it is

required or at the request

of another community
member. In February,
Chief of Staff Jason Rojas,
who has since stepped
down from his role as cochair of the COVID-19
Steering
Committee,
told the Tripod that the
College had no intention
of
lifting
the
mask
mandate any time soon.
Meeting
sizes
and
spaces have also been
adjusted since Mar. 11 to
accommodate for more
in-person
interactions.
According to the revised
gathering guidelines, many
non-academic spaces–such
as Greek houses, the Ferris
Athletic Center, the Austin
Arts Center, and student
organization meetings–are
allowed to operate at full
capacity under various
conditions.
Campus
meeting spaces–including
Mather Hall and Hamlin
Hall–can host lectures
and presentations at full
capacity and supervised
social gatherings at 75%
capacity. Dining
halls
have been operating at full
capacity with the grab-andgo option still available
for students who do not
want to dine in person.

OPINION

How Pandemic Burnout Has Led to the “Little Treat”
SAMMI BRAY '25
OPINION EDITOR
Every time I eat dinner
in Mather, I am tempted to
get a cup of cereal or some
fries, and I cannot go to the
library without buying something from Peter B’s. After
what has felt like the longest
two years, every activity I do
that forces me out of my room
feels worthy of a reward.

Is our generation’s desire
to implement treats into our
daily lives a result of one too
many participation awards?
Maybe, but are we the ones
who asked for such treatment, or was it simply given
to us? As college students,
are we adjusting to the lack
of grades on every little assignment? Am I replacing
the gold stars on homework
assignments with Peter B’s

"After what has felt like the
longest two years, every activity I do that forces me out of my
room feels worthy of a reward."
It is even a trending idea
on TikTok, with hundreds
of users sharing pastries,
lattes, and shopping hauls.
Also trending is the sound
“It’s like a reward,” with videos of users indulging in a
snack after eating healthy
all day, buying a treat to eat
in the car after buying loads
of groceries, or taking a long
break after studying for ap-

proximately

five

minutes.

lattes and five more minutes on TikTok before bed?
Perhaps it is instead a
result of the burnout nearly every person is feeling
right now: students are itching to leave the classroom,
and Pew Research Center
data finds that in November 2021, the United States
had reached a twenty-year
high rate of resignation.
We are two years into

a pandemic, with one distressing event after the next
plaguing us on the news.

having a sweet treat is the
one thing we can really have
control over, the one thing we

"Ifhavingasweettreatistheone
thing we can really have control
over, the one thing we can reliably
expect, perhaps our little indulgences are essential for us making
it out ofthis uncertain time okay."
Every moment I suspect
that we may be returning to
whatever normal is, another
thing is thrown at us—insurrection, natural disaster, spikes in hate crimes.

Our lives have been flipped
upside down over and over
again, resulting in many of
the things we have looked
forward to disappearing. We
have consistently lived in a
cycle of doubt, questioning
whether things will happen the way we hope they
will or even happen at all.
So, do we deserve little
treats? Pandemic or not, I
am unable to argue against

anything that is beneficial
for one’s mental health. If

can reliably expect, perhaps
our little indulgences are essential for us making it out
of this uncertain time okay.
Beyond the pandemic,

able job. To some of us, this is
still the dream and nothing
at all is wrong with that. But
for others, the idea of what
success is is quite different.
Social media and technology have completely changed
the job market, allowing
many people to embrace
their creativity and a life-

style that is far more flexible .
Our current financial
and economic situation also
impacts our idea of what
success is. For many, the
aspirations of our parents
and grandparents feel out
of reach. Instead, the one

"We have long been taught the
same ideals-a picket fence, a
famiJy, a stable and predictable
job. To some of us, this is still the
dream ... But for others, the idea of
what success is is quite different."
our generation’s relationship
with success has shifted. We
have long been taught the
same ideals—a picket fence,
a family, a stable and predict-

thing we can focus on is
enjoying
non-materialistic elements of life and, of
course, the smaller things
in life like little treats.

DeSantis’ Move Against Disney Signals a Drastic Change
to the Future Approaches of Republican Policymakers
KASH JAIN '24
OPINION EDITOR
Florida Governor Ron
DeSantis, a right-wing Republican who many have
floated as a potential candidate for the 2024 presidential election, signed into
law a bill that will revoke
Disney’s ability to self-govern its 25,000-acre complex.
The bill, which is expected
to have a considerable tax
impact on Disney and will
likely shift a billion dollars in debt to citizens, was
quickly pushed through the
legislature by Republicans
after Disney criticized Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” law
and announced that it would
halt and reevaluate political donations in the state.
This law symbolizes a significant shift in the Repub lican Party’s policymaking
approach and strategies, one
that could be mirrored at the
federal level if DeSantis or
a like-minded candidate became President and had a Republican-majority Congress.

Trump often floundered
when it came to making policy outside of the executive
branch, even when Republicans controlled Congress.
Under Biden, Congressional
Republicans have focused
on impeding policy and even
routine measures. McCon-

nell has repeatedly stated
that the party will not offer
a legislative agenda should
they retake a majority. On
the whole, Republicans in
DC seem largely uninterested in governing—yet Republicans in Florida have done
the opposite: aggressive legislating where every culture
war issue is used as an op-

Beyond this new inclination to legislate, DeSantis’s
attack on Disney is indic-

ative of a significant shift
away from what the Republican Party has generally
stood for in recent decades.
Being “pro-business” has
been one of the GOP’s signature stances, one that has
been conveyed through poli-

"On the whole, Republicans in
DC seem largely umnterested in
gpverning-yet Republicans in
Florida have done the qpposite:
aggressive legislating where every culture war issue is used as
an opportunity to usher in policy."
portunity to usher in policy.
It’s unlikely that DC Republicans will suddenly adopt
this same ferocity, but if the
people who hold those seats
change, the approach to making policy may as well. With
more Trump and Freedom
Caucus-backed
candidates
than ever before—including
many seeking to oust members of their own party who
they view as not being conservative enough—there is a
good possibility that this ideology and the policymaking
approach that accompanies
it will dominate Congress’s
Republican
Conferences.

cy. From cutting tax rates to
deregulation, federal-level
Republicans have been very
friendly towards business
interests, particularly those
of large corporations. The
decision to directly punish
Disney for an opinion that
Florida Republicans disagree with is a complete
reversal of this stance,
pulling the party further
into right-wing populism.
Through this move, DeSantis and his ideological allies are sending a clear message: they are willing to use
the government’s power as a
weapon against dissidents,

including big business. This
approach to policymaking
arguably poses a far greater
danger than the “do nothing”
approach as it capitalizes off
of fear and anger to push
legislation that intrudes on
the rights of marginalized
communities and then at-

tacks and vilifies anyone
who opposes said legislation.
However, one big question emerges: won’t the GOP
hurt itself by going after its
biggest ally? Republicans are
already beginning to lose the
fundraising battle against
Democrats and losing the
support of some of the biggest donors could cost them.
Even if Disney is the only
direct target, many donors
could be reevaluating whether they want to continue to

back candidates and officials
that could turn on them.
However, for DeSantis
himself, the move against
Disney may be smart, even
if it’s risky. Last year alone,
he raised $67 million for
his re-election campaign; in
comparison, he raised $60
million total during his 2018
campaign. DeSantis’ strategy of aggressively legislating
on culture war issues has
turned him into a star within the GOP and has given
his campaign a significant
boost; this move against Disney could do the same. He’s

able to rile up the right-wing
populist base and give himself a record of taking on “the
elites,” this could boost his
support among conservative
voters if he sought the Oval

Office, but the cost for the rest
of his party may be severe.
DeSantis isn’t alone in
this approach. Across the
country, state-level Repub-

lican officials have backed
increasingly aggressive policies that many view as thinly
veiled attacks on marginalized communities. Still, this
doesn’t seem to have fully
made its way to Congress.
While there are several
members in both chambers
who have routinely made
reprehensible
statements
or tried to promote radical
policies, their policymaking
attempts have largely failed,
in part because they still
occupy a minority of their
party’s seats in Congress
and Republican leadership—
especially in the Senate—
still prefers the “do nothing” route. However, with

state-level officials using this
approach to policymaking as
a way to propel themselves
to relevancy at the national
level, we are likely seeing
what the future of the GOP’s
approach
to
policymaking will be—an approach
that will likely be applied
at all levels of government.
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Johnny Depp Deserves an Apology: The Missing Equality
Between Men’s and Women’s Allegations of Abuse
AVA CAUDLE '25
STAFF WRITER

al

TW:
sexuTWAbuse,
sem·
assault
allegations
8888ult
a1legations

Amber Heard is the poster child of court misogyny.
Her allegations of domestic
abuse towards Johnny Depp,
which he countered with abusive records and allegations
of his own, cumulated in a
lawsuit from each of them
against the other. As Johnny
Depp v. Amber Heard progresses in court, the media
coverage of the events discussed by both parties reveal
a troubling picture of what
it means to be a battered
man in America, evident in
both the public’s reaction
and Heard's own flippancy.
When Heard first released her assault accusations, the public burst into
outrage (and rightfully so:
no woman should have to tolerate abuse from a partner,
and there was not yet evidence to discredit her). She
was asked to endorse and
speak at women’s empowerment events and was hailed
as a brave survivor coming
forward to share her truth.
Johnny Depp suffered an inverse fate—he lost his role in

the Fantastic Beasts series,
was assailed on social media, and grew into a pariah
among his Hollywood counterparts, who were quick to
cut their association with
him. As his side of the story
surfaced, painting Heard as
the abuser, Depp was still

tims without further interrogation, but men who speak
up should be questioned.
Heard’s lack of care towards her former partner
can best be seen in an audio clip played in the courtroom, in which she admits
to striking him and belittles

ber Heard’s mistreatment
was considerably harsher.
Her callous attitude towards
Depp reflects her confidence
in her narrative; she is aware
that women can be more easily classified as victims than
men, and she likely knew
of the difficulties that men
who have suffered abuse
face in the U.S. legal system.
Heard’s actions are not a vision of an equitable America,
but of a system that values
palatability over justice.
Heard began her accusations against Johnny Depp
with sexual assault allegations, which then escalated
into domestic abuse alle-

movement has created a
myriad of positive outlets
for victims of assault, but, in
this particular instance, its
centering on women serves
as a detriment. While a technical facet of modern feminism includes advocating
for men as well, this does
not often translate to the
real world: men can be disproportionately disregarded or met with annoyance
when they reveal their own
traumas. The mass publicity of Johnny Depp v. Amber
Heard could be a catalyst in
changing this vicious cycle.
With public attention finally
focused on a story of a man

gations. Her claims spread
like wildfire at a time when
the Internet elected to listen
to the stories of women living with trauma, propelled
by the #MeToo hashtag on
social media. The #MeToo

abused by a woman, perceptions can be altered. Men
can be victims. Women can
be abusers. Once this fact
becomes common knowledge, reality can take a massive step towards equality.

'~s his side of the story surface<J painting Heard as the abuser, vepp was still held at arm's
leng,th by his contemporaries
while Heard was celebrated for
her courage. The lack of enthusiasm to entertain Depp's perspective from the beginning h1ghl1ghts
a glaring issue in how the public ': .. she likely knew of the diffiviews perpetrators and victims... " culties that men who have suffered abuse face in the U.S. legal
held at arm’s length by his him, “I’m sorry that I didn’t system. Heard's actions are not
contemporaries while Heard hit you across the face in a
a vision of an equitable Amerwas celebrated for her cour- proper slap,” Heard says, “I
age. Very few of his asso- was hitting you, I was not ica, but of a system that valciates publicly announced punching you.” The recordues palatability over justice."
support for him in the same
manner that occurred for
his former partner. The lack
of enthusiasm to entertain
Depp’s perspective from the
beginning highlights a glaring issue in how the public
views perpetrators and victims: that women can be vic-

ing continues as she calls
Depp “a f******* baby” for
voicing his distress. While
court photos and records
show that both parties were
negligent in the relationship
and maintained toxic habits (such as drug use) while
together, the degree of Am-

How Diversity in State Legislatures Can Be Supported
JAKE MCPHAIL '24
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College Legislative Internship Program
allows students who are interested in politics to spend
a semester working under a
legislator in the Connecticut
General Assembly. Interns
are either full-time or parttime, receiving two or four
credits for their time in the
program. I am a full-time
intern at the Speaker’s Offlee and spend 9·5 Monday
through Friday at the Connecticut State Capitol, just
a five-minute drive down
the street from campus.
This semester has offered
me an invaluable experience that has been the highlight of my college career
thus far, and I encourage
anyone interested to apply.
During the first few days
of my time there, my eyes
glossed over with awe as
I admired the grand gothic architecture of the capitol building, and I was
fascinated by being in the
company of the legislators
toiling inside. However, as
time went on and I became
more acquainted with the

reality of how our state government works, I became
somewhat less enthused.
During the first day of
the session, after all of the
representatives packed into
the House, I was surprised
to hear the announcement of
the retirement of two veteran
legislators: Representative
David Arconti of Danbury (D)
and Representative Joe de la
Cruz of Groton and New London (D). However, what was
more surprising was to learn
that the reason for their retirement was inadequate pay.
For some context, state
legislators can earn a salary
as high as $120,000 annually in New York and as little
as $0 in New Mexico, which
puts the salary for Connecticut state representatives
($28,000) on the lower end of
the national spectrum. There
have been cries to increase
pay from people like Arconti
and de la Cruz, but there has
not been an increase since
2001. It is now a mere $44,000
adjusted with inflation.
This begs the question:
why does the legislature not
give itself a raise? Is it not in
the legislators’ best interest?
In short, it is political suicide:

someone challenging you
during the next campaign cycle can easily cite you giving
yourself a raise to label you
as a greedy or corrupt politician, and voters eat it up.
The unfortunate reality is that the majority of
Americans do not even know
who their state legislator
is, let alone the dynamics
of their position or their
salary. This ignorance is
subsequently preyed upon
during election season.
This situation has cursed
legislators in Connecticut to go without a raise
for 21 years, driving more
and more people from the
profession and making it
much more inaccessible for
those who do not already

"When a government body
only attracts the independently
wealthy; it makes it impossible to
represent the constituencies that
they represent accurately. This
becomes abundantly clear when
pulling into the capitol parking garage and seeing the cars within ... "
have the means to supplement that income outside
of their work as a legislator.
When a government
body only attracts the independently wealthy, it makes
it impossible to represent the
constituencies that they represent accurately. This becomes abundantly clear when
pulling into the capitol park-

"This situation has cursed legislators in Connecticut to go without a raise for 21 years, driving
more and more peqp_le from the
profession and making it much
more inaccessible for those who
do not already have the means
to supplement that income outside of" their work as a legislator."

ing garage and seeing the
cars within: either old rusted
Buicks or brand-new Teslas.
This could be changing, though, with recent
cries growing louder and
louder and Speaker Ritter
recently remarking that
he would support a measure to increase pay if over
50% of both chambers do;
however, this change likely will not be coming this
year, given it is an election year and the dynamics I previously mentioned.
This
said,
hopefully the General Assembly
can muster up the courage
to raise their pay and attract a new diverse group
of representatives before
they lose any more of the
talented legislators they
have accumulated already.

FEATURES

Study Abroad Feature: The Adventures at the Isle of Skye
OLMA PAPP '23
FEATURES EDITOR
If you ever find yourself traveling in Scotland,
the Isle of Skye is a must·
see. Known for the scenic
views, outstanding hikes,
and great small towns, this
place will leave you stunned
every step of the way.
The first place you must
visit on the Isle of Skye is
the Quiraing. What is nice
about the Quiraing is that
it is an activity that can be
as strenuous as you want.
If you are an experienced
hiker, then you could hike
and explore for about five
miles. If you are not an ad vanced hiker, then there
is still scenery that can be
explored throughout a mere
few tenths of a mile. The
rolling green untouched
landscape makes for a spectacular hike. Massive cliffs
along with huge rock forma tions appear at every winding turn of the path, leaving
all hikers in complete awe
every few seconds. This
hike is located on the very
northern tip of the Isle of
Skye near the village Uig.
The weather is extremely
temperamental, so make
sure to prepare accordingly
and bring the hiking gear
necessary for each possible
situation. During my hik -

ing experience, for exam pie, the skies were a beautiful blue when I started.
Within the hours I was hiking, however, I witnessed
a few heavy rainstorms,
snowstorms,
hailstorms,
and even walked beneath a
rainbow for a while. There
are two lakes, many mountains, and endless miles of
blue ocean which can be
viewed from the summit if
the weather cooperates. Not
only is this a tourist destination, but the Quiraing is
also a gorgeous film set location. There have been a
few movies that have been
filmed at the Quiraing ineluding Stardust (2007),

breathtaking views, the
Fairy Pools is a great place
to see, and, perhaps if you
are feeling brave, a great
place to go for a swim. According to legend, a local
clan Macleod chief decided
to marry a fairy princess.
As such, there are several
places named after fairies on the Isle of Skye, ineluding the Fairy Pools. In
other old legends, mythological creatures would dis guise themselves as seals
during the day; at night,
these supposed seals would
change into humans and
bathe in the Fairy Pools
beneath the moonlight.
The final destination in
Snow White and the Hunts· the Isle of Skye that I would
man
(2012),
Macbeth highly recommend visiting
(2015), and Transformers: is Old Man Storr, which
The Last Knight (2017). is part of the Trotternish
The second place that ridge. This group of rocks
you must take a trip to stands at 164 feet tall, makon the Isle of Skye is the ing it the highest mountain
Fairy Pools, located on the on the Trotternish ridge.
west coast of the island in The unique name of this
Carbost just beneath the mountain is derived from
Black Cuillins mountains. the face of an old man
The Fairy Pools are a set which can be seen on the
of small waterfalls which large stone if you look closestream into gleaming crys- ly enough. This is another
ta! clear blue pools on the hike that is a bit longer than
River Brittle. The short one· the Quiraing-but the view
and·a·half·mile hike runs is worth it. Once you arrive
right along the river, aver- at the heart of the hike, you
aging about a forty-minute are surrounded by huge,
walk across the flat ground beautiful sedimentary rock
for the most part. With formations. These rocks are

so large that they can be
seen from miles away. The
Storr was created by a substantial ancient landslide,
which resulted in it becoming one of the most visited
areas in the entire world.
All in all, the Isle of
Skye is a beautiful place
made to be explored. There
is a certain beauty in this

place given its remoteness.
The uncivilized nature of
this island makes the destination seem like a journey
to the past. Hands down,
this area of Scotland has
been my favorite, and if you
get a chance to visit this
country, make sure to take
a trip to the Isle of Skye.

Photo Courtesy of Olivia Papp: the Fairy Pools

Trinity’s Tenth Annual International Week: A Rundown
of the International Show’s Spectacular Performances
ABBEY O'LEARY '24

STAFF WRITER

Trinity College prides itself in being a school that
welcomes diversity and eelebrates the wide range of
places, backgrounds, and experiences its students come
from. With a newly admitted study body representing
eighty countries, roughly
thirteen percent of Trinity's
student body is internation al. Trinity's annual International Week celebrates
these students in particular.
A core part oflnternation al Week is the International
Show, celebrating its tenth
anniversary on campus this
year. Hosted by the International House and the Office of
International Students and
Scholars (OISS) and cospon sored by International Studies, Language and Cultural
Studies, Hispanic Studies,
Italian Studies, Center for
Caribbean Studies, Center
for Urban Global Studies,
Raether Library Information and Technology Center,
Office of the Dean of Stu -

dents, Admissions, Center
for Career and Life Design,
Political Science, and Muiticultural Affairs, the show
exhibits the various cultures and backgrounds that
share a home here at Trinity.
This year, The Trinity
Pipes, the oldest co·ed group
at Trinity gave an acapella
performance. B D S Aritra
'25 performed a Bollywood
Mashup, a compilation of
selected Bollywood songs or
Hindi songs created for Bo!lywood films, on the guitar,
and Aadiv Sheth '22, Tara
Iyer '24, and Vidhi Vasa '22
did a Bollywood dance. Sydney Yu '25 and Alexander
Cacciato '25 also performed
Peter, Paul, and Mary's version of the song "Where Have
All the Flowers Gone," made
famous by Pete Seeger who
borrowed melodies from tra ditional folk songs to publish
his edition in 1955, fighting
for peace and the end of war.
A Traditional Set dance, "The
Vanishing Lake," performed
by Gabrielle Desrochers '24,
represented the long cultural history of Irish dancing,

which has evolved and adapted over centuries in modern
cultures to take on different
forms while still displaying
the value of tradition in Irish
history. Ramon Rodriguez '25
played the piano and sang
John Mayer's "Dreaming with
a Broken Heart," the first
song he sang live as a young
performer, followed by Sem·G
Dile '24, who gave an upbeat
performance highlighting his
African style and creativity.
Nicole Sophia also sang her
original song "Samantha,"
one of the many songs she
has composed since childhood
and featured on her upcoming EP. Ismael Irizarry '25
gave a spoken word rendition
of a love letter honoring Puerto Rico. Finally, a Flamenco
was performed by Teodora
Brnovic '24, Eugenia Montero Chavez '25, Anahit Avagyan '24, Zosia Korzonkiewicz
'25, and Lilly Pubillones '25.
This program highlights,
celebrates, and showcases
the beautifully vibrant, di verse, and rich cultures of
nations around the world
that share a place in Trinity

The 10th Annual

INTERNATIONAL
SHOW!!
A NIGHT OF GLOBAL
EXTRAVAGANZA
EXPLORE THE WORLD THROUGH
PERFORMANCES, FOOD, FASHION, AND
MORE

APRIL 22, 2022 I 5:30 PM ONWARDS
WASHINGTON ROOM

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE: Poster for 10th
Annual International Show
College's community. It is a a diverse and multicultural
celebration of everyone's per- city, it is fitting that Trinisonal and shared histories, ty values and celebrates the
experiences, and roots that many facets that contribute
allows students to engage to its ever-growing family.
and connect with the com- This event along with many
munity here in Hartford as others throughout the week
well as communities abroad. celebrates this family and evAs a leading urban liberal ery unique aspect that makes
arts college, surrounded by it a rich and vibrant home.
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Student Special Feature: Involvement in the Trinity Pipes
BAILEY MCKEON '22
FEATURES EDITOR

Established in 1938,
the Trinity Pipes is Trinity
College's oldest a cappella
group-in addition to being
the oldest co·ed a cappella
group nationally. I had the
pleasure of sitting down
with Anne Levia '24, a mem her of the Trinity Pipes, to
discuss the group and her
experience as a member.
Prior to joining the Pipes,
Levia found her passion for
singing early on. "Singing
has always been a huge part
of my life. I do it for fun. I
sing everywhere," she said.
In kindergarten, she was
introduced to the spotlight
when she was asked to sing
at a school event for students
and their families . Growing
up, Levia lived in Singapore
for a brief period of time,
so she auditioned for and
was a member of the Singa pore Symphony Choir. She
mentions that she also had
various singing lessons for
a short time, and while she
was a student at the Ontario Hockey Academy (OHA),
she made an Instagram account dedicated to singing.
Teachers and students at
OHA eventually discovered
the account: shortly after,
she was asked to sing the

national anthem in front of
her peers at a school event.
Levia joined the Pipes
her freshman fall in 2020
after auditioning in a Zoom
meeting. She had the op tion to audition for other a
cappella groups on campus
such as the Trinitones or
the Quirks: however, she
said the Pipes were her first
choice. When I asked Levia why she was interested
in auditioning for only the
Pipes, she gave many reasons, "I was extremely drawn
to the prestige [of the group].
and they're super nice, super fun, and we work really hard." She also says that
singing for her is a relaxing
escape from the stress of
academics, "It's a getaway."
In the fall of 2020, Covid
cases were at an all·time
high, so Levia's introduction to the a cappella group
was a vastly different experience than introductions in
the club's past. As previously
mentioned, her introduction
to the group was virtual,
though when they were allowed to meet as a group as
long as masks were worn
during their meetings. Levia
says it was difficult to adjust,
but the group continued to
practice three to four times a
week. Since the mask mandate was lifted after spring

break, the Pipes' meetings no
longer required masks, "We
all felt comfortable, and we
were able to sing without our
masks on which was nice."
As a two-year member,
I asked Levia if she recalls
a special or favorite performance . She answered,
"They're all really fun, but I
have a solo tomorrow [April
22] which is gonna be really exciting and most likely
my favorite concert. I think
it'll be my favorite performance because I get to do my
first solo for a song with the
group, and I've been working
really hard." I had the pleasure of attending the group's
Earth Day Concert that Levia anticipated, and the atmosphere was enlivened by
the combined efforts of The
Trinity Pipes and The Trinity
Quirks. The groups were fas cinating to watch and both
performances demonstrated
their hard work. Levia's solo
was the Pipes' last song, and
she sang "Counting Stars"
by OneRepublic. Her voice
absolutely lit up the room,
and the echo from the walls
of the Chapel was the perfect
touch. I plan on attending
many more of the group's
concerts, and I am excited
to see her excel and grow
as a member of the Pipes.
The Trinity Pipes' next

Photo Courtesy of Bailey McKeon: the Trinity
Pipes' Earth Day Concert
performance is on May 4th,
and Levia encourages all
members of the Trinity community to attend. If students
are interested in joining the
Pipes, they can reach out to
the group via Instagram (@
thetrinitypipes) or attend
the Welcome Back Perfor-

mance in the fall semester. Levia says that each
a cappella group is a very
welcoming
environment
and interested students always have the opportunity
to audition, "If you enjoy
singing, it really doesn't
get much better than this."
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Arts & Entertainment
What Happened to Sean Kingston: King of 2000s Music?
CAROLINE RICHARDS '22

A&EEDITOR
A friend (@tommy) and
I were discussing the staple hits of the 2000’s the
other day—as one does—
and “Take You There” came
up—as it should—and we
began questioning: what
ever happened to iconic
pop-rapper Sean Kingston?
Where did he go? How could
he give us so many bangers,
so many lyrically perfect
dance icons, and then just
disappear like that? On one
hand, I’m enraged. He was
at the peak of his career
and imagine the possibilities if he’d kept things up,

yet on the other hand I’m
mildly concerned: did he die?
Where was the news coverage? Surely, we would have

heard? I had to find out, so

I began researching, and my
discovery, folks, is not good.
He’s alive, thank God,
but according to the Hollywood Reporter, he was in a
terrible jet ski accident in
Miami in 2011 which resulted in his near death. On vacation in the infamous Florida party city in May, he and
an unnamed female friend
crashed into a bridge while
out jetskiing, and Kingston was knocked unconscious—he nearly drowned.
Luckily, he was rescued by

an off-duty coast guard of-

fleer and rushed to hospital

in critical condition. After
11 days, it was discovered
that he had a torn aorta and
had to be rushed into open
heart surgery. According to
Kingston in his interview for
the Hollywood Reporter, he
was in unbearable pain for
weeks afterwards and was
told he might not survive.
Over the course of the
next 10 years there’s essentially no news on him. He released three singles (“Wake
Up,” “One Away,” and “All I
Got”) supposedly in anticipation for his fourth studio album, but they unfortunately
didn’t make it very high on

the charts. Then in 2021 (according to Urban Islandz)
during a video shoot at his
Miami home, he reportedly
punched his video director
in the face and pulled a gun
on him, demanding that he
get his things and leave the
house immediately. The rapper neglected to comment on
the altercation, and, according to local police, the case
is still being investigated.
On May 21st, 2021,
Kingston released a single called “Darkest Times”
with G Herbo and on July
30th, 2021, he released a
single called “Love is Wonderful,” featuring American
musician Travis Barker. He

has also been advertising a
new album called Deliverance, but time will tell if it
will be released or not given
the pending investigation
and Kingston’s seemingly
overall lack of interest in
participating in the music
world at the moment. *Sigh*
In any case, he’s recently
formed a “Professional Rapper Boxing League” with
hip hop rapper agent Triple
the Mogul? At this point, I
think I’ve lost hope in any
good music coming from him
going forward. At the same
time, I think we have plenty
of his timeless oldies to make
up for it. #Normalize Sean
Kingston In The Club 2022.

Dreamy, Happy, Sexy EDM: Playlist Recommendations
for Spring Weekend Parties & Endless Darties
CAROLINE RICHARDS '22

A&EEDITOR
I was going to make
my music recommendations this week about the
best man-hating songs, but
then he texted me back—so
here’s a list of happy, EDM
songs in honor of Spring
Weekend!
VANIC!
Rae
Sremmurd! Live music! Add
these to the pregame playlist, the running playlist,
or, my personal favorite, the
pre-darty shower playlist. I
added a lot of old classics—
because those happen to be
the best—so maybe some
of these are already in your
playlists—as they should.
They’re dreamy, upbeat,
relaxing, and fun—best
enjoyed with a cold drink.

atm].
1. “Zeal” by Tchami
When will Tchami ever miss? His track record
suggests never. This is from his 2017 EP Revelations
which also features the iconic song “Adieu,” which I
also highly recommend if by chance you haven’t heard
it. He has a new single out called “Say Nothing” featur-

ing MAY-A, whose voice I love. Check it out: it's fire but
a little more pop-y.

2.
y RUFUS
JRUJFU
2. “Sundream” by
DU
SOL
DUSOL
Woooooo this song does something to me. All of his
songs make you feel alive, and this song is no exception. “Sundream” is the perfect name for it; it does feel
sundreamy: whatever that means, he’s gone and done
it. I want a Tame Impala x RUFUS collab so badly.
Who do I contact about this? Lmk.

Ng
3. “Move All Night” by SN4. “Help Me Lose My Mind”
BRN,
Autograf, and
KOLE lby
BJR.Nj Autt(Q)grmj
atndl KOLE
by Disclosure
DfadrnJlUll'l6 and
atndl London
wndlrnm
SNBRN baby! When he came to Trinity, he played
Grammar
Gratmm81.Jr'
a deeper version of this, and I think everyone there
ascended. This song is so good, he layered KOLE’s voice
so well over the rest of the sounds he mixed—including a trumpet, thank you? Also, not too pop-y, which

can be a difficult balance to find. His latest release,

“When We’re Awake,” unfortunately didn’t achieve that
balance, but hopefully he’ll release better stuff before
summer rolls around.

What a f*cking banger. From their 2013 album Settl
which also included “Latch,” “White Noise,” and “When
A Fire Starts To Burn,” iconic songs of the 2010’s. London Grammar needs to do more DJ collabs, they sound
like they belong in this genre. It’s somehow both sad and
uplifting. Honestly a song I might consider perfect.

5.
5. “Nevermind”
Nevermin by Dennis Lloyd
It’s a freshman year staple. Dennis Lloyd does good work. The best part of this song is the way it slowly and subtly escalates. It’s very satis-

fying and very well done. It also walks the fine line ofEDM and pop, but he manages to do it in a not so obnoxious way. He recently did a collab

with Robin Schulz that I halfway approve of. It’s a little bit obvious and less original than his other stuff, but there’s a time and a place I guess.

6. “When Will I See You Again” (Amtrac Remix) by Shakka and Amtrac
Recent discovery for me (thank you @colleen), but apparently it’s been out since April 2017. Shakka has an R&B voice that Amtrac works so
well with. I like that he didn’t speed it up too much, and he added a really nice background vocal which layers very nicely. He has a really cool
playlist on his Spotify called “Planet Amtrac,” which is essentially a bunch of songs similar to this. Would recommend, especially for studying.

7. wrlbi.e
JFutturejj (Purple
JPurplie Disc(())
“The Future”
Disco Matchlne
Machine JR.em·
Remix) by M(Q)tezj
Motez, Antt(Q)ny
Antony &
Clie(Q)patttratj and
atmdl. Purple
JPurplie Disc(())
Cleopatra,
Disco Matchlne
Machine
Motez and Purple Disco Machine on one song? Whoaaa. This song has a disgustingly good guitar riff going on, and it’s over 8 minutes long.
Really good for a mile run or when if you need some bedtime listening—it somehow manages to achieve a fast-paced chill. Motez also has a new
single out called “Submission,” which is much deeper but very good.

M(Q)ve into
intt(Q) Mejj
(&(Q)seveU &mW
8. 66“Move
8.
Me” (Roosevelt
Remix) by Batd
Bad §(Q)undsj
Sounds, BJROOD§j
BROODS, atnd
and
]R.(())(())§(6V(6U
Roosevelt
This song just puts you in a good mood. A breath of fresh air for sure. Also, an incredibly catchy guitar riff. BROODS sound great, it’s got exquisite pacing, and there’s some layered bongo drums? It checks all the boxes. Bad Sounds released an EP in January of this year that I liked,
but I’m hoping for better down the line.
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Weekly Skylights: The Tripod Looks to the Clouds
JOEY CIFEW '23
A&EEDITOR

April 20, 2022. 9.2/10.
9.2/10.

(Right)
“Yes. We
We are
to ask
you to
to hurt
hurt
(Right) "Yes.
are going
going to
ask you
someone. We
We may
may even
even ask
you to
hurt someone
someone several
several times,
times, in
in rapsomeone.
ask you
to hurt
rap·
id suooession, and, if necessary, to hurt them one final time. Are you
going to
to have
problem with
with that?"
that?”
going
have aa problem
“Yes, I am;
am; actually,
I’ve changed
changed my mind,
mind, II won't.•
won’t.”
"Yes,
actually, I've
“Good. The
The person
person in
in question
is one
one .Alexei
Alexei Penderov."
Penderov.”
"Good.
question is
“Bad pick,•
pick,” II said.
other person
person you
you could
could pick
pick and
I’d say
say yea,
yes,
said. •“Any
Any other
and I'd
"Bad
but not
not her."
her.”
but
The guy’s
face wrinkled
in despair,
really thought
thought he’d
to
The
guy's face
wriDkled in
despair, and
and II really
he'd start
start to
cry any
moment. II felt
little bad--but
bad—but only
only aa little.
little. II hsrd1y
hardly ever
ever fuel
feel
cry
any moment.
fult aa little
very bad
bad anymore.
hardly ever
ever feel
anything, really.
really.
very
anymore. II hardly
mel anything,
“But, but
but why
why not?"
not?” the
man asked
in his
his nasally,
nasally, whiny
whiny voice,
voice, about
about
"But,
the man
asked in
to cry;
cry, probably
probably about
pass out
Poor guy.
leaned back
back in
in my
to
about to
to pass
out too. Poor
guy. II leaned
my
one chair
chair and
thought of
of the
the words.
words.
one
and thought
“A year ago
into Alexei Penderov on an
It was
was very
very
"Ayear
ago II ran into.AlexeiPenderov
an assignment.
assignment. It
cold, very
very dark-here
dark—where she
happened to
to be
be working
working an
an
cold,
she thrives.
thrives. She
She happened
assignment, the same one as me in fact. We brie11y exchanged words
and that
that.. .Afterward,
Afterward, she
broke both
both ofmy
of my legs,
legs, one
one ofmy
of my
and
that was
was that
she broke
of my
ribs, and
and then
another three
three of
of my
my ribs."
ribs.”
arms, three
three of
my ribs,
then another

(Left) Once again I :find myself here: a small, white room with one
chair and
one table.
table. Somehow,
Somehow, it
it always
ends up
up like this.
this. This time
time
chair
and one
always ends
there is
is a man standing
thinks II can't
can’t
there
etandiDg in the corner. I think that he thinks
see him-but
him—but II can.
can. He's
He’s not
not even
even in
in a
because there
there aren't
aren’t
see
a shadow
shadow because
any shadows
in this white
white room.
room. II was
was about
about to
to tell
tell him
him this
when he
any
shadows in
this when
he
didn’t hear what he
stepped toward me and asked me something. I didn't
said because
because II was
was distracted
distracted by
by something.
something. II asked
asked him
him ifhe
if he would
would
said
kindly repeat himself
himself.
kindly
“No. But I can repeat mysel(•
myself,” he said. I didn't
didn’t say
say anything
anything after that
"No.
because II had nothing
nothing to
to say.
because
say.
“I hear
hear you
you have
many skills,
skills, Foxhound,"
Foxhound,” he
he said
after some
time had
had
have many
said after
some time
"I
passed.
passed.
“I’d like to
to think
think so,”
little coyly;
coyly, "but
“but please,
please, sir,
sir, call
call me
me Fox·
Fox"I'd
so," II said,
said, aa little
hound.”
hound."
He chuckled
chuckled like II had just
just told
told him
him ajoke,
a joke, which
which was
was a
a stupid
thing
He
stupid thing
to do.
do. II take
take jokes
jokes very
very seriously.
seriously. When
When II joke,
joke, no
no one
one laughs.
laughs. II don't
don’t
to
know where
where they
they go,
go, but
but they
they don't
don’t stick
around.
know
stick around.
He said,
said, "Foxhound.
“Foxhound. We
We have
have aa job
job for
for you.•
you.”
He
“What job
job have
have you
you got
got for
for me?
Are you
you going
to ask
ask me
me to
to hurt
some"What
me? Are
going to
hurt some·
one?”
one?"

8.9/10.
April 22, Part 1, 2022. 8.9/10.

(Left)
“There wasn't
wasn’t anything
anything II could
fell in
in love
with her.
(Left) "There
could do;
do; II full
love with
her.
In that
that way
way she
she broke
broke my
my heart
least, stole
my heart.
In
heart too, or,
or, at
at least,
stole my
heart.
Whichever. But
But II love
doc, and
my principles
principles II
Whichever.
love her,
her, doc,
and according
according to
to my
won’t hurt
hurt her.
her. So,
but II can't
can’t take
job.”
So, sorry,
sorry; but
take the
the job."
won't
don’t talk
talk so
my throat
was meliDg
feeling parched.
parched.
II usually
usually don't
so much
much and
and my
throat was
suddenly no
longer wished
wished to
to be
be in
in this
this room
room with
with these
these white
white
no longer
II suddenly
walls and
this wriDkled
wrinkled man.
felt hot
hot and
with humidity.
humidity.
walls
and this
man. II felt
and sticky
sticky with
It all
felt like
like a
bad dream.
my eyes
eyes and
waited to
It
all fult
a bad
dream. II closed
closed my
and waited
to wake
wake
up.
up.

8.4/10.
April 22, Part 2, 2022. 8.4/10.

I opened my eyes. .Alexei Penderov filled my vision, rising over
me like an
an ancient
bronze colossus.
colossus. II realized
that at
at some
some point
point II
me
ancient brome
realiz.ed that
had fallen
over and
now lying
lying on
on the
the ground,
ground, staring
had
mIIen over
and was
was now
staring upward.
upward.
Alexei Penderov
Penderov smiled
like the
the moon.
moon. She
She pulled
pulled me
by my
smiled like
me up
up by
my
Alexei
jacket collar
collar as
as ifl
if I were
were nothing
nothing more
more than
than aa kitten.
jacket
kitten. Over
Over her
her
shoulder
noticed the
the man
man lying
lying slumped
over in
in the
corner, now
now
shoulder II noticed
slumped over
the corner,
much more
concealed. Alexei
Alexei held
up against
much
more effectively
effectively concealed.
held me
me up
against the
the
wall with
with one
one hand
and put
put her
other hand
in her
her pocket.
pocket.
wall
hand and
her other
hand in

(Right)
Foxhound,” she said
(Right) “Hey
"Hey Fomound,"
said a
a little coyly.
"Hey,
“Hey, Alexei,•
Alexei,” I said.
said.
“Want to
to get
get out
out of
of here?”
pointlessly.
"Want
here?" she
she asked,
asked, pointlessly.
"Yes,"
said, “yeah.”
"yeah.•
“Yes,” II said,
“Me too,"
too,” she
said.
"Me
she said.
Alexei set me down on the floor and smoothed down my shirt. The
thought came
came to
to my
head that
that if
if II were
were to
to be
be struck
struck dead
dead at
at this
this
thought
my head
moment, I would be completely satisfied with how my life played
out. II noticed.Alexei
noticed Alexei had
had an
eyelash on
on her
face, right
the corner
corner
out.
an eyelash
her face,
right on
on the
of her
mouth. Very
Very quickly
quickly II reached
out to
to brush
brush it
it oft
off. II knocked
knocked
of
her mouth.
resched out
off the
the lash,
lash, gently,
but my
my hand
remained resting
resting on
on the
the corner
corner of
of
off
gently, but
hand remained
her mouth.
mouth. My
My eyes
eyes slid
from my
hand to
to her
eyes, where
where they
met
her
slid from
my hand
her eyes,
they met
each other.
other. It
It was
was the
each
the most
most I’ve
I've ever
ever said.
said.

April 23, 2022. 7.8/10.
7.8/10.

To view
view this week's
week’s photos
photos in
in full
full color,
color, check
check out
out the
the digital
digital edition
edition of
of the
the Tripod at
www.trinitytripod.com
'lb
at www.trinitytripod.com

Bits & Pieces

Goodbye, Farewell, Adieu: A Letter from the Editor
UZ FOSTER '22
BITS & PIECES EDITOR

This is usually the
part of Bits&Pieces
where I say thanks
for a great semester,
I’ll see you in a few
months. But now,
I’m graduating. This
is, presumably, my
final
contribution
to The Trinity Tri·
pod. To be honest, it
doesn’t feel very real.
The Tripod has undoubtedly been the
most defining part
of my time at Trinity College. It sounds
silly, but I don’t
think I’ve known
a home quite like
these twelve to sixteen pages (depending upon the week.)
I started writing
for the Tripod as a
mere eighteen-yearold freshman, eager to follow up on
my time working
on my high school
newspaper. But the
Milton Paper pales
in comparison to
the Tripod. The Tri·
pod is an enigma.
As a freshman, I
made friends with
Editor-in-Chiefs Kat

Namon ’22 and Dan
Nesbitt ’22, wrote
music reviews about
Lil Pump, and dipped
my toe into saying
whatever I wanted
to and seeing if it
would still make it
to print. During my
sophomore year, the
Tripod really transformed into something special when I
realized just how far
I could push the limits of student journalism—with
Tom
Foolery. After I met
my dear friend, and
fellow Tripod alumni, Hunter Savery
’20, we started a series of humorous food
reviews (they can
be found under the
name of “Hunter and
Liz Joint”s, if you
feel so compelled to
check the archives)
that led me down the
path I walk today.
Steve’s Bagels and
Taco Bell are two of
countless places that
I will forever associate with the Trinity
Tripod. Viva la bagel!
While the heaviness of 2020 weighed
upon our school,
I asked then Edi-

tor-in-Chief Brendan
Clark’21 if I could create a humor section
for the paper I asked
a
business-suitwearing-22-year-old
for his trust and the
Trinity College SGA
Budget Committee
for a couple of thousands of dollars and,
somehow, both parties said yes. Bits
and Pieces is, above
all, a passion project.
But, B&P is also a
gift. Everyone else on
this paper has to toil
over deadlines, specific edits, and getting accurate quotes
from
administrators. Me? I just make
shit up. I get to tell
jokes and make little memes and trawl
through Yik Yaks trying to find something
funny enough but appropriate enough to
publish for the whole
school. Do you know
how many times I’ve
dragged Dean Joe’s
name through the
mud for the sake
of a little chuckle?
I want to take
some page space to
say thank you to my
collaborators,
co-

The end of an era. Cheers to a trio that’s seen it, heard it, and
been through it all.
Steve’s is gone, but
the bagel jokes live
on forever. To Manchester with love,
Steve’s Bagels you
will forever be in
my heart. Thanks
for the bits.

horts, and companions Kat Namon and
Dan Nesbitt. You two
have been an integral part of my time
here and I owe you
the world for fixing
all of my InDesign
errors. I want to
thank my former editors-in-chief—even
the ones that don’t
like me anymore.
I’d also like to give
a shout out to Joey
Cifelli ’23 for being
the most electric
member of this production, rock on forever Cloud Boy. Most
of all, I want to say
the largest of thank
yous to the entire
Trinity community.
Every single time
one of you said, “Hey,
I really liked that article you wrote,” or
“Bits&Pieces was really good this week!”
you made my day,
my week, sometimes
even my whole semester. The jokes
don’t write themselves and sometimes a few minutes
of editing a meme
turns into hours in
front of the laptop.
A little validation

goes a long way, so
take the time out of
your day to say “nice
work!” to the Tripod
writers in your life.
I’m not going to lie,
I don’t know where it
goes from here. After graduation, I’ll
be taking my journalism career from
this little college
paper in Hartford
to the big city at Columbia University’s
Journalism School.
I’m grateful that the
stars are aligning,
but I don’t think anything will ever be
quite like the Tripod.
It’s been an amazing
four years and I can
only hope that the
Bantams after me
will love this paper
the way that I did.
I’ll see you when
I see you. Love
and forever, your
favorite
editor,
Liz Foster

P. S. : Liz's Final
Weekly Banger: ''.A
Man of Constant
Sorrow" · The Sog·
gy Bottom
Boys

To the office that’s seen it all, you’ll always
be in my heart.

BITS & PIECES EDITOR

JIZZ FOSTER ' 22

Long live the Liepod.
May the pseudonyms
forever live on.
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Trinity College Memes for
Toxic Long Walk Teens

Overheard at Trin:
Yik Yak Edition
“Imagine Dean Trevor’s
phone after he gets out of
church today.”
“There’s gotta be a bidet
somewhere on this campus and I’m gonna find
it.”

eek 12

“Timely warning about a
paintball incident? Campus is healing.”
“People need to be silly
more often.”

Reading
----------days

St. Anthony Hall Spring Formal (2022,
colorized)

“The Tripod is a fucking
joke.”

BITS & PIECES
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Spring Weekend Updates: Who
Should Really be Playing?

Articles That Never
Made It to Print

UNKEDIN USER '25
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the past few
years, we bantams
have been robbed of a
quintessential Trinity experience, and no
I’m not talking about
Steve’s Bagels. I am
referring to a little
thing called Spring
Weekend. For those
of you baby bants,
Spring Weekend is a
notorious
Barnyard
production, which has
brought artists by the
likes of Lil Yachty, Louis the Child, Kygo and
our very own Sammy
Adams. Each year,
members of the nest
await to hear what
artist will be performing. But all of this
questioning has got
me wondering, who
really should be playing spring weekend?
To be quite frank,
I am unable to approach the idea of
spring
weekend
with the same opti-

mism and confidence

as Ja Rule and Billy McFarland once
did with Fyre Fest.
In search of
answers I took to the
most reliable source,
not EAC itself, but,
in fact, Yik Yak. As I
proceeded with my investigative research,
I noted the numerous
rumors pertaining to

possible

artists.

At about our school’s rep-

first there were whis- utation and the ad-

pers that a little bald
man named Pibull
was
performing.
Then, for an instance,
some were convinced
that Barnyard had
done the impossible
and secured A Boogie
wit da Hoodie, only
to be proven wrong.
And just when we
thought that all hope
was lost, there were
talks of T-Pain, which
were quickly put to
rest when he allegedly claimed that his
daughter’s birthday
was more important
than entertaining the
D3 athletes and Econ
majors of the hilltop…
weird. EAC mustleft
out the detail that
“there’s no party like
a barnyard party.”
As we succumbed to the conclusion that Spring
Weekend would adopt
the reputation of Astroworld and Fyre
Fest, the Barnyard
began to breadcrumb
possible clues, fueling what could only
be described as a
false sense of hope.
With these clues, the
student body quickly
caught onto the fate
of Spring Weekend.
Alas, all clues pointed
to Rae Sremmurd. But
as I began to think

ministration’s efforts
to “properly” dispose
of our 80,000 tuition,
I quickly put the kibosh on that theory,
and accepted the fact
that spring weekend
would be Swae Lee.
Pretty half ass-ed if
you ask me. I am not
in any way shape or
form trying to discredit the efforts of EAC,
simply I am saying
that as a community, we must do better.
While thinking about
Trinity’s reputation,
I thought back to my
previous
statement
that the NESCAC
runs on nepotism.
That being said, I
think it’s time that
we pull some strings..
come on now, someone’s dad ought to
have some sort of connection they can use.
Nevertheless,
I
know you’re busy
with the impending
doom of finals, so I'll
cut to the chase. Like
Tom Brady during
Super Bowl LII, we
fumbled the bag with
this one. Maybe next
spring we should look
into hiring Ja Rule
as he knows what
it’s like to be “hustled, scammed, bamboozled, hoodwinked
and
led
astray.”

UZ FOSTER '22
BITS & PIECES EDITOR

Not every great
idea makes it from
the brain to the pen
and paper; more often
than not, my ideas for
Bits and Pieces lay
dormant in the notes
app and never appear
in a Google Doc. Rather than keep my secrets tucked away in
my notes app, I’m here
to share the Tripod
equivalent of my Twitter drafts. To any aspiring Trinity College
satirists, I’ve attached
notes, so feel free to
turn these snippets
into something real.

do Tik Tok dances
while held at gunpoint. If their content houses don’t
reach a certain
number of followers by the end of
the episode, they
actually go to jail.”
This one? Now this
one can write itself.
“You
Can’t
Come In”: Brother Cites Fire Marshall Square Footage Limit While
Refusing
Entry”

Save this one for
when the new Alpha
Delta Beta Gamma
Phi Upsilon strain
“A Mormon Couof
COVID
drops.
ple on Tinder Looking for a Third to
“The
UnderJump on the Bed”
ground Announces Return to SellEver since those
ing
Cigarettes”
kids from Brigham
Young University adThe Underground
mitted that soaking
has a large poster that
was real, the jokes
still claims that they
have written themsell cigarettes. They
selves. And no, you
do not! But it’d be
shouldn’t run and
pretty cool if they did.
Google
“soaking.”
“Campus Safety
“The Top Five
to Replace ParkMost Illiterate AD
ing Tickets with
Brothers I’ve Met.”
Firing
Squad”
I would apologize to
Taking
it
too
any friends who hapfar? Charging for
pen to stumble upon
parking on campus
this, but that would imshould
be
illegal.
ply they could read it.
“Trinity
Ex“Trinity College
pands
Diversity:
Administrators as
Seeking
2%ers”
S qu ish m a l lows ”
Squishmallows are
trendy with ridiculous
names. C’mon, Ham
the Alligator? Plus, try
telling me that Archie
the Axotl doesn’t remind you of Dean Luk.

Swae Lee and the Trinity Bantam seen at Billy McFarland’s Fyre Fest in 2017. Barnyard has
their fingers crossed that this year’s Spring Weekend won’t be a flop, but in the words of
Lindsay Peckham ’22, “Trinity College is just four years of Fyre Fest.”

Just kidding, this
would never happen.
We all read that article, Angel Perez.

“ Bits and Pieces
Editor Hospitalized
after Carrying the
on her Back
“ Beyond Scared Tripod
for Four Years”
Straight, but instead of doing physNo
comment
ical labor and being
here, just the raw
screamed at, the
truth. It’s been four
kids are forced to
long,
hard
years.
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Pundit Hunt: Trinity College Searches for the Next
Tucker Carlson Amid Class of 2026 Matriculation
LIZ FOSTER '22
BITS &- PIECES EDITOR

Trinity
College
alumni can be found
anywhere from the
lists of Forbes to the
street of Wall, but a
growing niche for former Bantams is none
other than Fox News.
One of Trinity’s most
famous
alumnus,
Tucker Carlson, remains one of the most
polarizing figures in
the current political
zeitgeist. A California native, Carlson
majored in History at
Trinity before graduating in 1991. He also,
now famously, claims
to have been a member of a club called the
“Dan White Society,”
named after the man
who murdered California's first openly
gay member of public
office, Harvey Milk.
C’mon dude, really?
But hey, any press
is good press, and
some of the newest

Bantams to land in
the nest are more than
willing to catch some
heat in exchange for
a few retweets, or an
interview with PragerU. “Trinity is simply
overdue for a new conservative voice. We’ve
had a few kids try,
but it’s gone horribly
and the higher-ups
are starting to freak
out that nothing they
throw at the wall will
stick,” groaned an admissions officer upon
questioning. The individual then waved a
finger and whispered,
“Shhh” before drawing
a finger across their
throat, indicating that
the Tripod reporter
on site was playing
a dangerous game.
Trinity College has
played it far too safely
in trying to churn out
yet another talented restauranteur or
asset manager. With
the return of paintballing and spring
weekend, what would

be more appropriate
than embracing Trinity College’s roots in
elitism
and off-color comments? The
people need someone
willing to stir the pot
with more than just
a few mean Yik Yaks
here and there. Drama about cheating,
formals, and who’s
interning where is
nothing in comparison
to someone willing to
spew absolute bullshit
for a news network.
The scarier side of
the History department eagerly awaits
these incoming first·
year students. An
anonymous professor
claimed that they were
“jealous” of the Political Science department for stirring up
such hot gossip in the
past few years. With a
slew of controversies
and unfavorable headlines shrouding Trinity College, it is only
fair for a new department to take the reins.

Sighs of relief could
be heard reverberating up and down
Vernon Street upon
the news that the
College was actively
searching for a new
token bad guy. Who
can point fingers at
fraternities if there’s
a budding threat to
democracy at hand?
During
admitted
students weekened,
one fresh-faced boy
was overheard saying how he wanted to
reach a status akin
to Tucker, hoping one
day to have a Face-

book group of his own
akin today’s “Trinity
Alum Against Tucker.” The eighteenyear-old also acknowledged that Tucker
Carlson is the Trinity
alumnus closest to the
White House, all apologies to David Chang,
Stephen Gyllenhaal,
and Sammy Adams.
Maybe this young
man, too, will one day
encourage the general
populace to tan their
testicles in the name
of saving masculinity.

God Bless the Bantam.

The board of trustees, with glee, search for the next Tucker
Carlson. Or, begrudgingly, at least the next Jesse Watters.
Yeah, remember that guy?
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NBA Eastern Conference Playoffs: Boston Celtics
Dominate Series Against Brooklyn Nets Leading 3-0
BLYTHE HASTINGS '23
SPORTS EDITOR
The sea of green will be
tough to contain. Boston

is now 3·0 against the flat

Nets and it’s looking like
the series may be already

finished. "Let's Go Celtics!
Let's Go Celtics!" chants

broke out from the many
fans who had seats in Barclays Center. There wasn’t
much for the home fans to
cheer about as the Nets face
a team that just won’t let
them get anything going.
“More of the same,” Celtics coach Ime Udoka said.
“We’re making it tough.”
Jayson Tatum scored 39
points, Jaylen Brown had
23 and Boston took a 3-0
lead over Brooklyn with a
109-103 victory Saturday
night. Again making things
difficult on Durant and Kyrie Irving, the Celtics put
themselves in position to

sweep their way into the
second round with a victory
Monday night in Brooklyn.
The Celtics forced 21 turnovers that led to 37 points.
Tatum had six of their 13
steals. “My message is, nobody plays harder than we
do,” Tatum said. Durant
took only 11 shots, finish ing with 16 points, eight
rebounds and eight assists.
Irving was 6 for 17, missing
all seven 3-pointers, and
also had 16 points for the
Nets, who have to decide if
they will give Ben Simmons
his debut Monday in an
elimination game. Boston’s
defense against the Nets’

firepower was supposed to

make this a can’t-miss series, even though it matches a No. 2 seed against a
No. 7. But it’s been mostly
all Celtics since Tatum’s
basket at the buzzer gave
them a victory in Game 1.

Durant and Irving combined for just one basket in
the second half of Game 2,
never had much impact in
this one and might get only
one more chance. “We know
what it is,” Durant said to
reporters. “I don’t think no
speech or anything will do
at this part of the year. You
know what it is. We’re down
3-0. We got another game
on Monday. Just come out
and play.” Boston led most
of the way before the Nets
cut it to three with just over
a minute remaining in the
third quarter. But Marcus
Smart scored on a follow
shot, made a jumper in
transition before Brown got
a steal and dunk to make it
81-72 going to the fourth.
Brown kept the Nets at bay
from there, repeatedly find ing a 1-on-1 matchup and
driving to the basket. He
set up Tatum for a 3-point-

er in the corner after the
Nets had gotten back within four, then made a jumper
before Tatum converted a
three-point play that made
it 96-84 with 6:25 to play.
The Celtics got center
Robert Williams back after missing nearly a month
with torn cartilage in his
left knee, making their defense even stronger. Bruce
Brown was the Nets player
who could really solve it,
scoring a career playoff-high
26 points. “We’re not being
forceful in our actions. We’re
second-guessing ourselves
a little bit. Throwing a lot
of passes that are second
thoughts. They’re too good
a team for us to do that,”
Nets coach Steve Nash said.
Durant was only 13 for 41
(31.7%) in the two games in
Boston with 12 turnovers,
and the Nets’ only real hope
was if he could regain his

form back home. He made

a 3·ponter on his first shot

attempt after going 0 for 10
in the second half in Game
2, but he could never con-

sistently find room to shoot
while committing five more

turnovers and looking far
off the player who came in
third all-time in the playoffs
with 29.4 points per game.
“He’s had a a hard time getting it going,” Jaylen Brown
said. “We want to keep it
that way because we know
what he can do.” The Celtics
limited Durant to just two
shots and led 30-25 after
one quarter, then got seven
straight points by reserve
guard Payton Pritchard to
open the second and push
the lead to 37-25. Boston
was still ahead by eight
with under 1 1/2 minutes
left in the half, but the Nets
scored seven straight and
it was 53-50 at the break.

Kevin Kiermaier Secures 3-2 Win For Tampa Rays

BLYfHE HASTINGS '23
SPORTS EDITOR

Six Tampa Bay Rays
pitchers combined to throw
nine no-hit innings against
the Boston Red Sox, setting
the stage for what could have
been the first of the new Ma-

jor League Baseball season.
The game did not have a
score through nine, meaning
extra innings were required.
Bobby Dalbec hit a triple to
open up the 10th inning,
breaking up the no hitter
and ending the scoreless tie.
The Red Sox would take
a 2-0 lead into the bottom of

the 10th, yet Hansel Robles
would surrender a walk-off
home run to Kevin Kiermaier that cemented a 3-2
Rays victory. This marked
the 15th time in MLB his tory that a no-hitter was
lost after nine innings. The
most recent occasion prior
to Saturday night occurred
in August 2017, when Rich
Hill gave up a walk-off
home run to Josh Harrison
in the bottom of the 10th to
end his chance at history.
The Rays opened the
game with J.P. Feyeresian,
then lifted him after he completed two innings of work.

From there, manager Kevin

Cash turned to recent acquisition Javy Guerra, lefty
Jeffrey Springs, and righties
Jason Adam, Ryan Thomp-

son and Andrew Kittredge to

navigate seven innings versus a Red Sox lineup that
entered the night ranked a
disappointing 12th in the
majors in batting average.
Matt Wilser would take
over in the 10th, and he
would end up giving up a
pair of runs on two hits.
Unfortunately for the Rays,
their own offense also found

it difficult to mount much

of an attack during the

regulation-length
game.
The Rays notched just

one hit through the first

seven

innings.

Catcher

Mike Zunino flew out to

the warning track to end
the eighth on a ball that
seemingly had a chance
to give Tampa Bay a lead.
The only official no·hitter in Rays franchise history was thrown by Matt Garza. He accomplished the
feat in July 2010 against
the Detriot Tigers. Garza threw 120 pitches that
night and struck out six of
the 27 batters he faced.An
assortment of Rays reliev-

ers did throw an unofficial

combined no-hitter last season against the now-Cleveland Guardians. The reason
it was unofficial, however, was because the game
lasted only seven innings.
The Rays have been on
the receiving end of a nono more frequently. Dating
back to their debut season in 1998, the Rays have

been no·hit on five separate

occasions. That includes
in August of 2012, when
longtime Seattle Mariners
ace Félix Hernández recorded the most recent per-

feet game in MLB history.

This Week in Sports at Trincoll...
at Dean College

W, 12-7

Women's Tennis
v. Amherst College

2nd out of 8 Teams

at Williams College

T3rdof9Teams

Women's Tennis
W,2-1

Women's Softball
at Tufts University

v. Mutliple

Men's Golf
L,0-9

Men's Baseball
at Tufts University

3rd out of 10 Teams

Men's Track
L,0-9

Men's Tennis
v. Amherst College

v. Multiple

at Middlebury College

L,0-9

Women's Golf
L, 0-1

at Amherst College

9th of 10 Teams

Trinity College

Inside Sports:
Celtics Dominate Nets
and
Rays Defeat Red Sox

This Week in Sports News...

Conditioning the Coop: Reflections With Delongis
LILY IVES '23
SPORTS EDITOR
What is the secret mojo
behind the tremendous power and elite performance of
the athletes at Trinity College? For that answer look
no further than Bill Delongis, who is wrapping up
his seventh year as the head
strength and conditioning
coach at Trinity. Since his
arrival, strength and conditioning at Trinity has exploded with excellence. Not
only does Delongis work with
hundreds of Trinity athletes,
but he also works with USA
Women’s Ice Hockey as the
head strength coach for the
U18 National Team. Additionally, Delongis has served
as an assistant with the
Olympic team. From Trinity
athletes to Olympians, the
magic touch of Delongis has
helped to elevate the performance of countless athletes
who love working with him.
The Tripod interviewed
Delongis to learn more about
his unique approach to
strength and conditioning, as
well as why he is so devoted
and passionate about it. Delongis shared when his love

for lifting was truly born: “I
was bitten by the iron bug as
a freshman in high school.”
According to Delongis, he
started lifting in part because of the unusual career
that he dreamed for himself:
to be a pro wrestler. He used
to “prepare for wrestling
practice and to try and look
like a WWE wrestler. In high
school, I was always leading
my friends through lifts and
it became clear that I should
spend my life doing so.”
The backstory of how Delongis landed at Trinity is
a personal story not many
people know. Delongis described it like this: “I dated
a girl who took a job in Hartford while I was working at
Stony Brook University on
Long Island. She wanted us
to be closer and saw Trinity had an opening for their
Head S&C coach. I wanted
nothing to do with applying
but did so to make her happy. I truly had 0 intention
of trying to get this job but
then I received a phone call
from the former AD Mike
Renwick, and after speaking to him, I went all-in on
trying to become a Bant.”
Delongis works closely

with several different teams
here at Trinity, including
women’s lacrosse, women’s
ice hockey, softball, football,
and baseball. There is no
easy one·size·fits·all train ing that extends across all
sports, as each team demands different programs
to reach their specific goals.
Delongis takes a thoughtful
approach to conditioning,
and that includes training in the off-season, versus in-season, which varies
drastically. He explained:
“The early offseason is all
about building a foundation
of moving well, building
muscle and strength. As we
near the season conditioning
becomes a priority for most
sports while continuing to
build strength. Once a team
goes into the season, I prioritize power and speed.”
So, what happens in
the summer months ahead
when student athletes are
far away from the Trinity
campus and Delongis? That
is something that always
concerns him. He stated:
“Everything we do during
the school year is lost if
someone takes time off
during the summer. This is

also the prime time to build
a foundation of strength
since we don’t have to worry
about practice, games, or the
stress of class. It’s impossible to reach your athletic
potential if you don’t train
all year round. It’s clear
for me to realize who truly
cares about winning when
we come back in September.”
Delongis clearly loves
working with the athletes
at Trinity, and he touched
upon what he finds so incredibly rewarding about
the experience: “When a
student-athlete turns the
corner with their work ethic. Seeing an athlete learn
how to push themselves or
their teammates and do the
little things right warms my
heart.” Junior Molly Broderick, a member of both the
women’s soccer and lacrosse
teams at Trinity, described
what it is like from the point
of view of an athlete to work
with Delongis: “Though lift
is extremely challenging
and truly tests us as athletes, I always look forward
to it more because of Bill
and his encouragement. Bill
explains the reasoning behind many of our exercises

and how they correlate to
our sport. He’s also hilarious
and down to earth!" Junior
Elle Fair, who is a member
of both Trinity’s women’s
lacrosse and field hockey
teams added to Broderick’s
point emphasizing the big
and hilarious personality of
Delongis. As Fair stated, “I
can always look forward to
Bill’s many jokes he cracks
during lift, as well as the fun
music he allows us to listen
to. I’ve never had a strength
coach like Bill, as he truly
cares so much about all of his
athletes and wants to see us
thrive on and off the field."
More often than not it
is the student-athlete who
is in the spotlight. However the secret behind the
success of so many Trinity
athletes starts with Delongis who tirelessly helps
to empower and strengthen
the body, mind and spirit
of Bantam athletes. Working with Delongis is not always easy, as he relentlessly
pushes and drives athletes,
but his results speak loudly, and more importantly
the athletes he works with
not only respect and admire
him, but like him a ton.

Trinity Field Hockey Team Gearing Up For the Fall
LILY IVES '23
SPORTS EDITOR
It was a season of thrillers
for the Trinity Field Hockey team. The BantamS saw
their first trip to the N CM
Final Four games since 1998
and hosted the NCAA Final Four tournament here
at the Robin L. Sheppard
Field. Though the Bantams
were edged by Johns Hopkins 1·O in the semifinal
game, nothing can take away
from the incredible season
filled with dominating suecess. The Bantams now find
themselves intensely gearing
up for what’s ahead as they
utilize the off-season to best
prepare for the 2022 season.

The Tripod SPOKE with
Emma Cohen, Riley Nichols,
and Emma Cropper – three
rising seniors on the Field
Hockey team to get a glimpse
into their off-season prep.
Nichols, a 2022 selected captain, spoke about the team’s
main emphasis this spring:
“Since we don’t have to prepare each week for upcoming
games, we’ve had the time to
focus on our fundamentals.”
Cohen added: “This off-season
is a great opportunity for us to
bring out our confidence and
to push each other so we are
best prepared come August.”
Cropper noted that last
season the Bantams were
considered underdogs, espe-

cially in the Final Four. She
expects things to be different
in the upcoming 2022 season:
“We now have an X on our
backs.” Cropper went on to
say that one of the most critical elements of the off-season
is “forming stronger relationships with each other on the
team in a less high-pressure
environment." Keeping up the
momentum from last season
is also a critical theme of this
off-season for the Bantams.
Cropper outlined the important weekly schedule for the
field hockey squad which in cludes three weekly practices and three weekly lifts. In
addition to the training on
and off the field, Cropper also

drives home the importance
of maintaining a close team
culture and building for the
future stating: “We have a lot
of team lunches and meetings
with recruits where we get to
know girls who are interested in playing here at Trinity.”
Nichols, Cropper, and Cohen, all expressed excitement
for the incoming class of 2026
with eight recruits joining
the field hockey squad in the
fall of 2022. With excitement
already building for next season, the Bantams are committed and dedicated to taking it day-by-day, especially
during the hot days of June
and July. Nichols points out
just how critical it is for every

member of the team to be preparing over summer: “Summer is a lot about everyone
motivating themselves when
there is no one watching.”
Cohen further emphasized
this message noting that “accountability is huge for us
during the summer months
leading up to our season.’
Yes, the 2022 season is still
months away. However, the
excitement and energy racing
across the Trinity Field Hockey team is contagious. With
the spotlight now moving toward them as they work to
build on the success and momentum of last season, perhaps another Final Four tournament is calling their name.

Coming Up for Bantam Sports:
Wed.

Thurs.

Women’s Tennis v. Endicott College
@ 3 p.m.

Baseball v. Colby College
@ 4 p.m.

Men’s Tennis v. Smith College
@ 3 p.m.

Softball v. Colby College
@ 4 p.m.

Oral Roberts University shows up no. 2 ranked Ohio State
University in an upset game on Friday, Mar. 19.

